Welcome!
We know that you’re here as a committed volunteer and you are ready to help elect
Democrats up and down the ballot in 2020!
As Governor Inslee has repeatedly reminded us, we all have a responsibility to slow the
spread of COVID-19 to keep our hospitals from being overwhelmed, keep our vulnerable
friends and neighbors from being infected, and keep our social ties strong through this
difficult time. By frequently washing our hands with soap for at least 20 seconds,
minimizing the amount of time spent in public spaces, and keeping a safe physical distance
of at least 6 feet from one another, we can all be a part of the fight against this pandemic.
In order to do our part to protect the health and safety of all Washingtonians, the
Washington State Democratic Party has shifted to entirely remote programming through
May 30th.
Our organizing team is continuing with voter outreach, but shifting our tactics to meet
voters where they are for the duration of these public health countermeasures: online, on
the phones, or from a safe physical distance. Our state party has been a national innovator
in organizing techniques for years, and adapting to these ever-changing circumstances is
just the latest challenge we’ll overcome.
The most important thing to remember is that this outbreak will end, and our work
to build community and empower people to make their voices heard at the ballot
box cannot slow down as we shift our voter outreach strategies to follow public
health advisories.
So thank you for continuing to organize with us during this time. It is critically
important that we continue to do what we can to organize our voters because
November 3rd is right around the corner.
Tonight we are leaning into phone banking to reach voters!! Read through the materials
below and then hop on the Zoom Conference call (link provided in your email) at your
scheduled time to get started.
1. How to Open a Virtual Phone Bank
2. Script Training & Data Integrity
3. Virtual Phonebank Codes
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Our New Schedule of Events
As we shift our field program online, we will have multiple opportunities to get involved
weekly! Please see below for a list of our regularly scheduled events:
State-wide Virtual Phone Banking: Sunday - Thursday evenings, 5 PM - 8 PM
Grab a glass of wine or your favorite snack and hop on a statewide ZOOM
conference call to get trained up and start making calls as a unified team of
Democrats from all parts of the state! We will be posting and updating phone banks
daily in all Legislative Districts across the state. Phone banking from home is the
best way to stay active while we wait for canvassing to resume!
Organizing Academies: Saturday mornings, 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Due to COVID-19 unexpectedly disrupting our lives this year, we had to cancel some
of our Organizing Academies this year. FEAR NOT! We have shifted our
presentations to ZOOM conferencing as well and our team of Regional Field
Directors will host weekly opportunities on Saturdays to get up to speed on our
work for the year if you missed us in person!
Training Webinars: Saturday 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Group training on navigating ZOOM as well as Phonebanks hosted by Regional Field
Directors. This is the perfect opportunity to ask questions and get a head start on
learning about the tools you’ll need for the phone banks!

Sign up @ WA Democrats Organizing Events

Thank you!
2020 Coordinated Campaign Team
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